
Operating at San Carlos Airport (SQL) 

Reference Sources 

● San Francisco Terminal Area Chart 

● SQL Airport Diagram (handout) 

● SQL Airport Regulations (handout) 

● SQL Noise Abatement Procedures (handout) 

● SQL Voluntary Restrictions on Flight Training (handout) 

Questions 

San Francisco Terminal Area Chart 

1. What shape is the airspace surrounding San Carlos Airport? 

a) Standard inverted wedding cake (layered ring areas) 

b) Standard cylindrical shape 

c) Custom shape unique to this airspace 

2. To what altitude(s) is the airspace controlled? 

a) 2,000 feet MSL 

b) 2,000 feet AGL 

c) 2,000 feet MSL on one side and up to, but not including, 1,500 feet MSL on the other side 

3. What is the radius of the controlled surface area surrounding San Carlos Airport? 

a) Approximately 3.2 nm 

b) Approximately 5.0 nm 

c) 5 nm 

 

4. Select the answers that make the following statement true. 

San Carlos Airport is beneath, and surrounded by, the Class  B / C  airspace defined for San 

Francisco International airport.  Above the Class D surface area defined for San Carlos, the 

floor of the overlying airspace is as high as  2,000 / 4,000  feet MSL to the south and west of 

the airport, and as low as  -1,500 / 1,500  feet MSL near the shoreline north and east of the 

airport.  In the area reserved for traffic pattern operations, pilots should watch out for the 

overlying San Francisco airspace at either 2,300 feet MSL or  2,700 / 3,000  feet MSL depending 

on their location in the pattern.  Pilots should also be careful to avoid the SFO surface area 

North / East  of the Highway 92/101 interchange. 
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5. Pilots departing from San Carlos Airport need to be concerned with Class C airspace boundaries if 

they depart in the direction of 

a) Woodside. 

b) Half Moon Bay. 

c) Hayward. 

6. The only way to pass between San Carlos and Palo Alto Airports is by establishing two-way 

communication with one of the two control towers. 

a) True 

b) False 

7. What special procedures will allow you to meet two-way communication requirements as you go 

from one controlled airspace to the next? 

a) San Carlos Ground Control will require pilots flying South through Palo Alto’s airspace to file a 

VFR flight plan prior to flight. 

b) San Carlos Tower will assign pilots to use 199.99 mHz (the super-frequency for all airports in 

the San Francisco Bay Area). 

c) When the tower controllers know you are departing toward an adjacent tower-controlled 

airspace, they will likely give you an early “frequency change” to allow you time to establish 

communication with the next control tower. 

8. Which of the following VFR waypoints have been established in the vicinity of the airport?  (Check 

all that apply.) 

□ Pigeon Point lighthouse 

□ Cement Plant 

□ Mid-Span San Mateo Bridge 

□ KPFK antennae 

□ Bay Meadows 

□ Belmont golf course 

□ Crystal Springs Causeway 

□ KNBR antennae 

□ Woodside VOR 

□ Coyote Hills 

□ Stanford Stadium 

□ KGO antennae 

□ Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

(SLAC) 
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SQL Airport Diagram (handout) 

9. What frequencies are used for the following airport services at San Carlos Airport? 

Tower control: ____________________ 

Ground control: ____________________ 

Weather: ____________________ 

10. What type of automated weather information is provided at San Carlos? 

a) AWOS 

b) ASOS 

c) ATIS 

11. Which frequency is used for Common Traffic Advisories when the control tower is closed for 

operation? 

a) 125.90 

b) 119.00 

c) 121.60 

12. When taking off from Runway 30 at San Carlos, what magnetic direction will the aircraft be 

heading? 

a) 30° 

b) 300° 

c) 304.3° 

13. What is field elevation at San Carlos? 

a) Sea level 

b) 6 feel MSL 

c) 60 feet MSL 

14. What designation has been given to the parallel taxiways adjacent to the runway nearest the 

control tower? 

a) M and F 

b) L and M 

c) J and K 

15. The rotating beacon at San Carlos is closest to which of the following? 

a) Terminal building 

b) Control tower 

c) Departure end of Runway 30 
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16. At San Carlos Airport, readback of all runway holding instructions is 

a) optional. 

b) encouraged. 

c) required. 

17. What is the size of the runway at San Carlos? 

a) 123.2 x 2,600 

b) 2,600 x 75 

c) 5 x 30 x 12 

 

SQL Airport Regulations (handout) 

18. At San Carlos Airport, children under what age must be accompanied by an adult? 

a) 2 

b) 5 

c) 16 

19. Where are motorcycles, bicycles, and other vehicles prohibited from operating? 

a) Runways 

b) Runways, taxiways, infields, overrun areas, and airport clear zones 

c) Aircraft parking area 

20. When are straight-in approaches allowed at San Carlos Airport? 

a) After 5pm on weekdays, and noon on weekends 

b) When authorized by the control tower 

c) Never 

21. What is the maximum aircraft taxi speed according to the San Mateo County regulations? 

a) 5 mph 

b) 10 mph 

c) 15 mph 

 

SQL Noise Abatement Procedures (handout) 

22. At what altitude does Class B airspace for San Francisco begin over the diamond-shaped waterway? 

a) 1,500 feet 

b) 2,000 feet 

c) 2,300 feet and 3,000 feet, depending on what part of the waterway 
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23. Using what standard San Carlos departure would an aircraft take off from Runway 30 and depart to 

the west of the field? 

a) Oracle Departure 

b) Hillsdale Departure 

c) Woodside Departure 

24. When departing from Runway 12, pilots are asked to turn left 20° to a heading of 100° 

a) as soon as wheels are up. 

b) as soon as is safe and after passing the end of the runway. 

c) as soon as is safe and after passing abeam Woodside Road. 

25. When the winds are calm, noise abatement procedures would suggest use of 

a) Runway 12. 

b) Runway 30. 

c) Right traffic for Runway 12. 

26. What can produce a significant decrease in noise levels? 

a) Flying at or below 300 feet MSL until abeam the diamond-shaped waterway 

b) A small reduction of power (e.g., 100 – 200 rpm) 

c) Low passes and maximum performance takeoffs 

27. When can touch-and-go operations begin on weekdays? 

a) 2 hours after sunset 

b) 8:00 am 

c) 9:30 am 

28. In order to minimize noise levels for homes adjacent to Belmont Slough, pilots flying in the traffic 

pattern should delay making a downwind turn until having reached 

a) 800 feet MSL. 

b) 1,000 feet MSL. 

c) 1,500 feet MSL. 

29. When making a Belmont Slough Departure, the route of flight should avoid 

a) overflying homes on either side of the slough. 

b) turns before reaching the Oracle Towers. 

c) altitudes below 1,500 feet MSL. 

30. For straight-in entries, the approach path should remain at or above what altitude until passing 

Kaiser Hospital? 

a) 1,000 feet MSL 

b) 1,200 feet MSL 

c) 1,500 feet MSL 
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SQL Voluntary Restrictions on Flight Training (handout) 

31. Due to voluntary restrictions on flight training agreed to by the San Carlos Airport Pilots 

Association, flight instruction involving multiple takeoffs and landings and flight in the traffic 

pattern is prohibited after 

a) 1900Z. 

b) 5:00 pm PST. 

c) two hours after sunset. 
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Assignment Answers 

Answers 

1. c 

2. c 

3. a 

4. B; 4,000; 1,500; 3,000; North 

5. c 

6. b 

7. c 

8.   

 

□ Pigeon Point lighthouse 

⌧ Cement Plant 

⌧ Mid-Span San Mateo Bridge 

□ KPFK antennae 

□ Bay Meadows 

□ Belmont golf course 

⌧ Crystal Springs Causeway 

   

⌧ KNBR antennae 

⌧ Woodside VOR 

⌧ Coyote Hills 

⌧ Stanford Stadium 

⌧ KGO antennae 

⌧ Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

(SLAC) 

 

9.   

Tower control: 119.000 

Ground control: 121.600 

Weather recording: 125.900 

 

10. c 

11. b 

12. c 

13. b 

14. b 

15. a 

16. c 

17. b 

18. c 

19. b 

20. b 

21. c 

22. c 

23. b 

24. b 

25. a 

26. b. 

27. b 

28. a 

29. a 

30. a 

31. c 
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